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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Perfusion imaging in the angiography suite may provide a way to reduce time from stroke onset to
endovascular revascularization of patients with large-vessel occlusion. Our purpose was to compare conebeam CT perfusion with
multidetector CT perfusion.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: Data from 7 subjects with both multidetector CT perfusion and conebeam CT perfusion were retrospectively processed and analyzed. Two algorithms were used to enhance temporal resolution and temporal sampling density and reduce the
noise of conebeam CT data before generating perfusion maps. Two readers performed qualitative image-quality evaluation on maps by
using a 5-point scale. ROIs indicating CBF/CBV abnormalities were drawn. Quantitative analyses were performed by using the SørensenDice coefﬁcients to quantify the similarity of abnormalities. A noninferiority hypothesis was tested to compare conebeam CT perfusion
against multidetector CT perfusion.
RESULTS: Average image-quality scores for multidetector CT perfusion and conebeam CT perfusion images were 2.4 and 2.3, respectively.
The average conﬁdence score in diagnosis was 1.4 for both multidetector CT and conebeam CT; the average conﬁdence scores for the
presence of a CBV/CBF mismatch were 1.7 ( ⫽ 0.50) and 1.5 ( ⫽ 0.64). For multidetector CT perfusion and conebeam CT perfusion maps,
the average scores of conﬁdence in making treatment decisions were 1.4 ( ⫽ 0.79) and 1.3 ( ⫽ 0.90). The area under the visual grading
characteristic for the above 4 qualitative quality scores showed an average area under visual grading characteristic of 0.50, with 95%
conﬁdence level cover centered at the mean for both readers. The Sørensen–Dice coefﬁcient for CBF maps was 0.81, and for CBV maps,
0.55.
CONCLUSIONS: After postprocessing methods were applied to enhance image quality for conebeam CT perfusion maps, the conebeam
CT perfusion maps were not inferior to those generated from multidetector CT perfusion.
ABBREVIATIONS: AUC ⫽ area under the curve; CBCT ⫽ conebeam CT; CBCTP ⫽ conebeam CT perfusion; MDCT ⫽ multidetector CT; MDCTP ⫽ multidetector CT
perfusion; PICCS ⫽ prior image constrained compressed sensing; VGC ⫽ visual grading characteristics

ecent results from several clinical trials1-5 provide compelling
evidence that in patients with an acute ischemic stroke due to
an anterior circulation large-artery occlusion, revascularization
improved functional outcomes and reduced mortality, compared
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with conventional therapy. The following additional insights were
provided by these trials: 1) the critical interplay between the
elapsed time from stroke onset to revascularization and functional outcome, and 2) the potential value of multidetector CT
perfusion (MDCTP) in patient selection for endovascular treatment. Other studies further document and emphasize the link
between outcomes and the elapsed time between stroke onset and
revascularization.1,2,6-8 Because “time is brain,” our study aimed
at comparing the diagnostic utility of dynamic perfusion maps
obtained with conebeam CT (CBCT) with ones obtained by using
multidetector CT (MDCT). We were motivated to do this because
if the CBCT measurements are similar to those obtained by using
MDCT, the ability to obtain perfusion measurements in the angiography suite would largely eliminate the delays currently associated with multitechnique imaging protocols.9-11
While the feasibility of acquiring dynamic conebeam CT perAJNR Am J Neuroradiol 37:1303– 09
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient Selection
From a group of 17 consecutive patients
with acute ischemic stroke who were examined with both C-arm conebeam CT
perfusion (CBCTP) and MDCTP or MR
perfusion imaging, 7 had both CBCTP
and MDCTP before endovascular treatment. Data from these 7 were used for
this study. All studies were performed
under an approved ethics committee
protocol.
Among the 7 cases, 1 was spontaneous thrombus lysis before revascularization therapy. In this instance, the CBCT
perfusion maps showed very little abnormality compared with the earlier
MDCTP maps. In another case, there
was significant truncation in the acquired data, which resulted in a truncated arterial input function. These 2
cases were excluded from quantitative
image-quality analysis. Further details
of the 2 cases can be found in the
“Discussion.”

Data Acquisition
MDCTP datasets were acquired by using multisection CT, Somatom Definition AS (Siemens). The total z-direction coverage was 80 mm. Contrast
was injected by using a dual-syringe
angiographic power injector (Accutron; Medtron, Saarbruecken, Germany) with the following protocol:
Thirty-milliliters of contrast medium,
Imeron 350 (iopamidol; Bracco, Milan, Italy) was injected into a periphFIG 1. Examples of perfusion parametric maps for both MDCT and CBCT modalities. There are 4 eral vein at a rate of 4 mL/s followed by
type of maps: CBF, CBV, MTT, and TTP. Three different section locations, separated by using a a 30-mL saline chase.
dashed line, are shown.
The interval from performing the
MDCTP to arrival in the angiography
fusion maps has been demonstrated both in animals and husuite averaged about 30 minutes (range, 20 – 40 minutes). On armans, the poor temporal resolution (4 – 6 seconds) and poor
rival in the angiography suite, a dynamic C-arm CBCTP data
sampling density (7–10 data points) available with current Cacquisition was performed by using a prototype data- acquisition
arm angiographic systems still presents significant challenges
mode on a commercial biplane flat detector angiographic system
in acquiring data that are comparable with those obtained with
(Axiom Artis zee). Sixty milliliters of contrast medium was inMDCTP.11,12 In this study, dynamic perfusion data obtained
jected into a peripheral vein with the use of a dual-syringe power
by using a commercial flat panel detector angiographic system
injector (Accutron). For each acquisition, 9 bidirectional rota(Axiom Artis zee; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) were protions (5 forward and 4 reverse) were performed; the contrast mecessed by using previously reported novel algorithms which, by
dium was injected 5 seconds after the start of the first rotation.
reducing noise and also enhancing temporal resolution and
Thus, the images from the first 2 rotations did not contain contemporal sampling, very significantly reduce these limita13-15
trast and could be used as the mask images while images from the
tions.
Dynamic CBCT perfusion maps postprocessed by
other 7 captured the bolus passing through the vasculature. These
using these algorithms were compared with dynamic perfusion
maps from the same subject’s conventional MDCTP study.
are designated as the “fill” images. The rotation angular range was
1304
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Table 1: Results of image-quality and conﬁdence level evaluation for MDCTP and CBCTP
parametric maps
Modality and Rating
Reader 1
Reader 2
Cohen 
MDCTP
Image quality
2.5 ⫾ 0.7
2.3 ⫾ 0.8
0.45
Conﬁdence level of making stroke diagnosis
1.6 ⫾ 1.2
1.2 ⫾ 0.5
0.42
Conﬁdence level of determining whether there
2.0 ⫾ 1.5
1.4 ⫾ 0.7
0.50
is a mismatch
Conﬁdence level of making treatment decisions
1.5 ⫾ 1.1
1.3 ⫾ 0.7
0.79
CBCTP
Image quality
2.4 ⫾ 0.6
2.1 ⫾ 0.7
0.62
Conﬁdence level of making stroke diagnosis
1.5 ⫾ 0.9
1.3 ⫾ 0.5
0.75
Conﬁdence level of determining whether there
1.6 ⫾ 0.9
1.4 ⫾ 0.5
0.64
is a mismatch
Conﬁdence level of making treatment decisions
1.3 ⫾ 0.5
1.3 ⫾ 0.5
0.90

FIG 2. Visual grading characteristic curves of the 2 readers in terms of image quality (A) and
conﬁdence level of making a stroke diagnosis (B), determining whether there is a mismatch (C),
and making treatment decisions (D), respectively. The area under the curve and its 95% conﬁdence interval are also noted on each subplot. ICS indicates image criteria scores.

200° at approximately 5 seconds for each rotation. Two hundred
forty-eight projections were acquired during each rotation. The
tube potential was 77 kV(peak), and the dose rate was 0.36 Gy/
projection. This acquisition protocol resulted in a temporal window to sample the contrast uptake curve of approximately 5 seconds, with 41 seconds of total acquisition duration. In the
9-sweep CBCTP acquisition protocol used in this study, a total
radiation dose of 4.6 mSv9 was delivered to the patient. The dose
from a state-of-the-art diagnostic CTP examination is 5.0 mSv.16

Image Postprocessing
MDCT Perfusion Maps. The acquired MDCTP projection datasets were reconstructed by using the vendor’s commercial software, and the parametric perfusion maps (CBF, CBV, MTT, TTP)
were calculated by using the NeroPBV perfusion software pro-

vided by the vendor (Siemens). Final
perfusion maps were reformatted into
512 ⫻ 512 images with 10-mm
thickness.
CBCT Perfusion Maps. To enhance the
temporal resolution/temporal sampling
density and to reduce noise in the reconstructed CBCTP maps, we postprocessed all of the reconstructed image
volumes by using the prior image constrained compressed sensing (PICCS)
algorithm14,15 to reduce noise and a new
technique, temporal resolution and
sampling recovery,13 to enhance temporal resolution and improve temporal
sampling density. The total time needed
to process images with PICCS and temporal resolution and sampling recovery
is ⬍3 minutes for each clinical case by
using a personal computer equipped
with a graphics card. After the application of PICCS and temporal resolution
and sampling recovery algorithms, we
used the postprocessed CBCT image
volumes to generate the dynamic perfusion maps (CBF, CBV, MTT, and TTP)
by using the same proprietary software
used for the MDCTP maps. The CBCT
maps were reformatted into 10-mm section thicknesses to match the CTP maps.
A 3D rigid registration algorithm (a
commercially available component of
the DynaCT [Siemens] application) was
also applied to coregister the MDCTP
and the CBCTP maps for comparison;
no other motion-correction software
was used for image postprocessing.

Image Evaluation

Both MDCTP and CBCTP maps were
imported into a research workstation
(Nero PBV; Siemens), where CBCTP maps were registered to the
corresponding CTP maps. The same color map was applied for
both MDCTP and CBCTP datasets. Under the guidance of an
experienced clinician, the window and level were adjusted separately for CBCTP and MDCTP to optimize the maps for viewing
and analysis.

Qualitative Image-Quality Evaluation. Four consecutive (adjacent) image sections were selected from each case for evaluation. These yielded 56 images (4 ⫻ 7 ⫽ 28 images for CTP and
28 images for CBCTP) for each of the 4 dynamic perfusion
maps (CBF, CBV, MTT, TTP). The 4 maps from the same
section were put together on 1 PowerPoint slide (Microsoft,
Redmond, Washington). Then, the 56 slides of each map parameter were randomized and anonymized. These randomized
slides were presented to the 2 experienced clinicians (P.Y. and
AJNR Am J Neuroradiol 37:1303– 09
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Table 2: Pooled observer results for lesion identiﬁcation and location by modalitya
Modalities
Left
Right
Bilateral
No. of Lesions
Total
Cohen 
MDCTP
30
25
0
1
56
0.93
CBCTP
32
17
4
3
56
0.94
a

Cohen  quantiﬁed the interobserver agreement for both modalities.

Table 3: Pooled observer results for mismatch diagnosis by modalitya
Modalities
Mismatch (Yes)
Mismatch (No)
Total
MDCTP
7
49
56
CBCTP
16
40
56
a

Cohen 
0.51
0.65

Cohen  quantiﬁed the interobserver agreement for both modalities.

Table 4: Sørensen-Dice coefﬁcient and ROI size results for both CBF and CBV mapsa
Sørensen-Dice
Coefﬁcient
ROI Size
Maps
CBF
CBV
a

Mean
0.81
0.55

SD
0.09
0.23

MDCTP
1 ⫾ 0.69
0.38 ⫾ 0.21

CBCTP
0.97 ⫾ 0.44
0.45 ⫾ 0.24

The ROI size was normalized with respect to mean ROI size of MDCTP CBF maps.

clinical use; 3, sufficient image quality,
moderate limitations for clinical use
but no substantial loss of information;
4, restricted image quality, relevant
limitations for clinical use, clear loss of
information; 5, poor image quality,
image not usable, loss of information;
image must be repeated. For each
slide, the readers were also asked to indicate their confidence level in determining whether there was a mismatch
between CBV and CBF and in making
treatment decisions by using the following 5-point rating scale: 1, definitely can; 2, possibly can; 3, unsure; 4,
possibly cannot; 5, definitely cannot.
After the evaluation of each slide, the 2
readers were asked to record their diagnosis by using the following annotations: 1) no lesion, 2) left, right, or bilateral lesion. They were also asked to
indicate their assessment regarding
the existence of a mismatch: yes or no.
No other clinical data were provided
to the readers, so the diagnosis made was
solely based on the 4 parametric maps of
each of the 56 slides.
Quantitative Image-Quality Analysis.
By consensus, the same observers who
performed the qualitative analysis drew
a ROI on the CBF and CBV maps of the
40 datasets (4 for each of the 5 datasets)
to indicate the extent of any abnormality. The similarity of the ROIs between
the matching (corresponding MDCTP
and CBCTP) maps was then quantitatively analyzed for both CBF and CBV
maps. The Sørensen-Dice coefficients
were used to quantify the similarity of
the corresponding ROIs. If the 2 ROIs
have the same size and shape, then the
Sørensen-Dice coefficient simply shows
what percentage of their ROIs overlap (a
coefficient of 1 means 100% overlap of
the 2 ROIs, and a coefficient of 0.5
means the 2 ROIs overlap by 50%).

Statistical Analysis

FIG 3. CBCTP-derived parametric maps (CBF, CBV, MTT, TTP) shown on axial, coronal, and sagittal
sections. The section thickness is 10 mm for all the images.

C.S.) to score the quality of maps by using the following
5-point scale: 1, excellent image quality, no limitations for
clinical use; 2, good image quality, minimal limitations for
1306
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Statistical analysis was performed by
using the software package (R, Version
3.2.1, http://www.r-project.org). The
image quality, confidence level evaluation, and Sørensen-Dice coefficient
for ROI similarity analysis are pre-

sented as mean ⫾ SD.
Because the scores of image quality and confidence level were
ordinal categoric, a visual grading characteristics (VGC) analysis

was performed. The 2 axes corresponded to the image criteria
scores (ICS) of MDCTP and CBCTP, respectively (ICSCTP versus ICSCBCTP). The similarity analysis of MDCTP and CBCTP
in terms of image quality and confidence level was evaluated by
using the area under the VGC curve (AUCVGC), in which
AUCVGC ⫽ 0.5 means that the 2 modalities have equivalent
performance. Cohen  coefficients were calculated to evaluate
the interobserver agreement for each variable. The interobserver agreement was described as unacceptable ( ⬍ 0), poor
(0 ⱕ  ⬍0.4), fair (0.4 ⱕ  ⬍0.6), good (0.6 ⱕ  ⬍0.8), and
excellent ( ⱖ 0.8).

RESULTS
The image quality of the perfusion maps (Fig 1) was judged to be
between good and sufficient for both MDCTP (pooled reader
rating, 2.4) and CBCTP (pooled reader rating, 2.3) with fair interobserver agreement (⫽ 0.45 and 0.62 for MDCTP and
CBCTP, respectively). The 2 reviewers also agreed ( between
0.42 and 0.90) that they had the confidence (scales from 1.2 to 2.0)
of making stroke diagnosis, determining whether there is a mismatch, and making treatment decisions on the basis of the perfusion maps computed from both MDCTP and CBCTP datasets.
The detailed results of image-quality and confidence level scores
are presented in Table 1.
The VGC curves (Fig 2) demonstrated equivalent performance of MDCTP and CBCTP in terms of image quality
(AUCVGC ⫽ 0.54 for observer 1 and 0.52 for observer 2) and
confidence level of making a stroke diagnosis (AUCVGC ⫽ 0.49
for observer 1 and 0.45 for observer 2), determining whether there
is a mismatch (AUCVGC ⫽ 0.53 for observer 1 and 0.47 for observer 2), and making treatment decisions (AUCVGC ⫽ 0.50 for
observer 1 and 0.47 for observer 2). AUCVGC ⬎ 0.5 indicates that
CBCTP has better performance and AUCVGC ⬍ 0.5 indicates that
MDCTP has better performance. The 95% confidence interval
covers 0.5 for both readers.
Table 2 presents the pooled observer reading results for stroke
diagnosis. The 2 observers had excellent agreement ( ⫽ 0.93 and
0.94 for MDCTP and CBCTP maps, respectively) about the lesion
identification for both MDCTP and CBCTP maps. The 2 observers also agreed on the mismatch detection on the basis of both
MDCTP and CBCTP maps; the detailed results are presented in
Table 3.
The statistical results of similarity analysis of abnormal regions for both CBF and CBV are shown in Table 4. For CBF
maps, the abnormal regions extracted from CTP and CBCTP
maps showed a strong correlation (Sørensen-Dice coefficient ⫽ 0.81⫾ 0.09), while for CBV maps, the abnormal region
just demonstrated a fair correlation (Sørensen-Dice coefficient ⫽ 0.55 ⫾ 0.23).
Examples of the parametric maps (CBF, CBV, MTT, and TTP)
for both MDCTP and CBCTP are presented in Figs 1 and 3. The
parametric maps of CBCTP look quite similar compared with
those from MDCTP, especially for the CBF and CBV maps. In the
CBF and CBV maps, gray matter and white matter can be differentiated by both modalities. The same observations can be found
in Fig 4.

FIG 4. Example of ROI evaluation for CBF and CBV maps from the
same patient at same section location. The white ROIs were drawn by
the 2 neuroradiologists to indicate the abnormality regions on each
map by consensus.

DISCUSSION
In this small feasibility study, parametric perfusion maps (CBF,
CBV, MTT, and TTP) made by using data obtained with a commercial biplane flat detector angiographic C-arm system were
compared with perfusion maps from conventional MDCT. In
terms of image quality, confidence levels of making a diagnosis of
a stroke, determining whether there was a mismatch between
CBV and CBF, and making treatment decisions, the perfusion
maps from CBCTP datasets were judged to have information content equivalent to that of maps obtained from the MDCTP
dataset.
In the abnormality shape and size studies, the region of abnormality on the CBV maps was usually much smaller than that on
CBF maps (⬃40% of CBF ROI sizes, Table 4). Thus, it is harder to
manually contour abnormal ROIs on the CBV maps with good
precision. This difficulty partially explains why the Sørensen-Dice
coefficient is smaller for CBV (Table 4).
The perfusion maps generated from biplane C-arm CBCTP
look similar to the maps generated from MDCTP. There was good
correlation between the maps in depicting regions of abnormal
perfusion. However, because the evolution of ischemic tissue is
quite dynamic as time progresses, the shape and location of the
penumbra and core may change. The differences in the time between obtaining the MDCTP and CBCTP maps may be 1 reason
why these maps may look different. These differences can partially
explain the slightly different diagnoses from diagnostic multisection CT and C-arm CBCT (Table 3). The 1 case in this series in
which there was spontaneous lysis of a thrombus in the MCA (Fig
5) provides an excellent example of the dynamic nature of the
evolution of blood flow and perfusion in acute ischemic stroke.
Just as this patient’s blood flow and perfusion improved in the
MDCTP and CBCTP interval, those of others are perhaps more
likely to deteriorate. The potential benefit of being able to measure perfusion parameters at the time when treatment is initiated
AJNR Am J Neuroradiol 37:1303– 09
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FIG 5. A, CBF map from the MDCTP dataset. B, CBV map from the MDCTP dataset. C, MDCTA image before transfer of the patient to the
interventional suite. D, CBF map from the CBCTP dataset acquired after the same patient was transferred to the interventional suite. E, CBV map
from the CBCTP dataset. F, Volume-rendered time-resolved CBCTA image derived from the CBCTP dataset. G, DSA image in the interventional
suite before the treatment started.

FIG 6. A, A CBF map from a CTP dataset. B, A CBV map from a CTP dataset. C, Arterial input function curve of the CTP dataset used to compute
perfusion maps. D, A CBF map from the CBCTP dataset of the same patient. E, A CBV map from the CBCTP dataset. F, Arterial input function
curve of the CBCTP dataset used to compute perfusion maps.

seems obvious: By replacing conventional MDCTP imaging in
patients with acute stroke with CBCTP imaging, the time between
stroke onset and revascularization can be substantially reduced.
This reduction could be especially helpful for patients being referred from external hospitals for endovascular therapy.17,18 The
1308
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contrast dose and radiation dose associated with CBCTP are relatively low so that the concept of performing perfusion measurements more than once in some revascularization procedures is, in
our opinion, quite reasonable.
There are several limitations to this study. First, the sample size

is small, and the results only demonstrate the feasibility of the
technique. Second, these data acquisitions were performed at a
single institution (Department of Neuroradiology, University Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany) during a short time. A multi-institution study with a larger patient cohort is needed to validate both
the reliability and reproducibility of CBCTP perfusion maps.
Third, all patients were treated under general anesthesia; how
severe patient motion associated with awake patients affects the
image quality should be evaluated in future study. Fourth, the
software used to enhance temporal resolution/temporal sampling
and to reduce noise has not yet been optimized for large-scale
deployment, so its functionality in a clinical environment has not
been established. Fifth, data-acquisition protocols, including contrast dose, radiation dose, delay time, number of back-and-forth
acquisitions, and angular coverage for each conebeam CT acquisition, are also not optimized (Fig 6).

CONCLUSIONS
After postprocessing with novel methods to enhance temporal
sampling/resolution and reduce noise, perfusion data obtained by
using a commercial biplane flat detector angiographic system was
adequate to create clinically usable parametric maps of CBF, CBV,
MTT and TTP. These maps were judged noninferior in information content to perfusion maps obtained by using a commercial
MDCT. If available in the angiographic suite, this capability
would further enrich the environment for diagnosis, triage, and
treatment of patients with an acute ischemic stroke due to a largeartery occlusion.
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